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'Notes on Method: close narration, critical fabulation, speculative fiction, word-tools and the fugitive 
text; creative speculations on the works of Saidiya Hartman, Octavia Butler, Audre Lorde, Sara 
Ahmed (and Virginia Woolf)’

A lecture by  Luanda Casella



PLAYLIST 



OCTAVIA E. BUTLER 
science fiction, speculative fiction (What If, If Only, If This Goes On)



POP+ WRITE OUT OF THIS WORLD | HOW OCTAVIA BUTLER DISCOVERED SCIENCE FICTION | MUSEUM OF POP CULTURE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rV6vRGQQ45I


REFERENCE: SPEECH SOUNDS (1983) 
Octavia E. Butler

A mysterious pandemic leaves civilization in ruins and severely limits humankind's ability to 
communicate. Some are deprived of their ability to read or write, while others lose the ability to 
speak. They identify themselves by carrying items or symbols that function as names. People 
communicate among themselves through universally understood sign language and gestures 
that can often exacerbate misunderstandings and conflicts. Additionally, it seems that as a result 
of the illness and their handicap, many ordinary people are easily prone to uncontrollable feelings 
of jealousy, resentment, and rage over their own impairments and the ability of others.



SPEECH SOUNDS_ PART 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1N_ROMTnI8w


SPEECH SOUNDS_ PART 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsW_oVRmwTg


SPEECH SOUNDS_ PART 3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uk4rPjVKBxQ


OCTAVIA BUTLER ON CHARLIE ROSE- PART 1/2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66pu-Miq4tk


OCTAVIA BUTLER ON CHARLIE ROSE- PART 2/2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1W9CNwl2e8


AUDRE LORDE 
biomythography 



REFERENCE: ZAMI: A NEW SPELLING 
OF MY NAME (1982) 
Audre Lorde

This is an autobiography. It started a new genre that the author calls biomythography, which 
combines history, biography, and myth. In the text, Lorde writes that "Zami" is "a Carriacou name 
for women who work together as friends and lovers", noting that Carriacou is the 
Caribbean island from which her mother immigrated. The name proves fitting: Lorde 
begins Zami writing that she owes her power and strength to the women in her life, and much of 
the book is devoted to detailed portraits of other women.



AUDRE LORDE "A WOMAN SPEAKS" - READING AT AMERIKA HAUS BERLIN 1984

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h059j-vBKEw


AUDRE LORDE: THE THEORY OF DIFFERENCE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tkwj0znbuoQ


THERE IS NO HIERARCHY OF OPPRESSIONS - BY AUDRE LORDE (READ BY LAUREN LYONS)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1pNsLsHsfs


SAIDIYA HARTMAN 
close narration, critical fabulation 



SAIDIYA HARTMAN, LITERARY SCHOLAR AND CULTURAL HISTORIAN | 2019 MACARTHUR FELLOW 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bG5Y8NDdGtY


REFERENCE: WAYWARD LIVES: 
BEAUTIFUL EXPERIMENTS (2019) 
Saidiya Hartman

At the dawn of the twentieth century, black women in the US were carving out new ways of living. 
The first generations born after emancipation, their struggle was to live as if they really were free. 
Their defeats were bitter, but their triumphs became the blueprint for a world that was waiting to 
be born. These women refused to labour like slaves or to accept degrading conditions of work. 
Wrestling with the question of freedom, they invented forms of love and solidarity outside 
convention and law. These were the pioneers of free love, common-law and transient marriages, 
queer identities, and single motherhood - all deemed scandalous, even pathological, at the dawn 
of the twentieth century, though they set the pattern for the world to come. In Wayward Lives, 
Beautiful Experiments, Saidiya Hartman deploys both radical scholarship and profound literary 
intelligence to examine the transformation of intimate life that they instigated. With visionary 
intensity, she conjures their worlds, their dilemmas, their defiant brilliance. Wayward Lives 
recovers their radical aspirations and insurgent desires, their unfinished revolution in a minor key.



SAIDIYA HARTMAN, "WAYWARD LIVES, BEAUTIFUL EXPERIMENTS" 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DAMeXgIi5DU


SARA AHMED 
word-tools



REFERENCE: LIVING A FEMINIST 
LIFE(2017) 
Sara Ahmed

The subjects that Ahmed covers in Living a Feminist Life are broad; feminist “movements” as 
micro-events, the ways that bodies and minds are “directed” by cultural and social norms into so-
called normalcy, feminist willfulness as related to a Grimm’s fairy tale, the drawbacks of 
institutional diversity work for marginalized populations, breaking points and “snapping,” and the 
continuing importance of lesbian feminism.



WHAT IS FEMINIST RESEARCH SERIES WITH SARA AHMED 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djc8TEUhPiA


SARA AHMED: DRESHER CONVERSATIONS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zadqi8Pn0O0


VIRGINIA WOOLF 
the fugitive text



REFERENCE:  
MRS. 
DALLOWAY(1925) 
Virginia Woolf

AHMED, SARA, LIVING A FEMINIST LIFE, PG. 44 



VIRGINIA  WOOLF, MRS. DALLOWAY (1925) 



MRS DALLOWAY - VIRGINIA WOOLF (AUDIOBOOK) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZIHCgf9zwoI

